The contribution of transgenic and genome-edited animals to agricultural and industrial applications.
For centuries, animal breeders have intentionally selected the parents of the next generation based on their concept of the 'ideal' animal. The dramatic differences seen in the appearance and productivity of different breeds show the power of such selection on DNA sequence variations. Unfortunately, the global furore over the use of modern biotechnologies to introduce desired genetic variations into animal breeding programmes, and the regulatory uncertainty associated with these recombinant DNA techniques, has effectively precluded the use of these technologies in food animal breeding programmes. Ironically, many of these early transgenic animal applications targeted traits that favoured sustainability, such as disease resistance and decreased environmental impact. As a consequence, transgenic animals have had little opportunity to affect global agriculture, and only a handful of pharmaceutical applications have been successfully commercialised. New developments in genome editing hold considerable promise for targeting traits that improve both animal health and welfare, and frequently involve no introduction of DNA sequences from other species. Nonetheless, future global regulation and public acceptance of such methods remain uncertain. Proposals to regulate genome-edited animals based solely on the process used to influence DNA sequence variations (i.e. intentional genome editing) and any potential attendant risks, with no counterbalancing consideration of the ensuing benefits or risks associated with conventional selection programmes, will potentially forestall the use of genome editing in animal breeding programmes. No activity can survive a risk-only evaluation, and there are considerable opportunity costs associated with preventing breeders' access to safe technologies in order to achieve genetic improvements in livestock populations.